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GCSE – Your first step to a university education
These important qualifications provide you with the 

opportunity to explore and experiment with range of  

subject areas and inform your decisions on which subjects  

to study at A-Level and university. 

A-Level – Internationally recognised,  
academically unmatched
A-Levels are the world’s gold standard of university  

entrance qualifications and are accepted globally. The UK’s  

elite universities recognise that A-Levels provide an unmatched 

depth of subject knowledge and the highest grades will  

provide the option to apply to the very best institutions.

International Foundation Year
The International Foundation Year has been developed 

specifically to prepare international students for degree entry. 

On successful completion of the International Foundation Year 

our students are guaranteed at least two offers and one place 

on a respected UK university degree.

A Very British Education
A British education aims to inspire and support you to develop  

your knowledge and skills, to be creative and to ensure you  

achieve your best.

Entrance to the UK’s leading universities is about more  

than just grades. Students need comprehensive support  

in all aspects of the selection, application and assessment 

procedures from people who really understand the system 

and are able to help students fulfil their potential. Statistics 

show that application to acceptance rates can be over three 

times higher for those students who have prepared at a  

UK independent school compared to those applying  

from overseas.

English is the world’s global language  

with 1 billion speakers and the official 

language of more than 70 countries.  

By studying with native speakers you  

will develop a command of the language 

that will open doors for you after university. 

GCSEs and A-Levels are UK universities’ 

preferred preparation for higher education 

and have global recognition.

London – The World’s Favourite Academic Destination
London is the number one student city in the English speaking 

world with more than 400,000 students. There are 40 higher 

education institutions including 22 universities, 18 feature  

in the QS World University Rankings with four in the top 40,  

this is more than any other city. They offer 30,000 degree 

courses at undergraduate and postgraduate level, from 

accountancy to zoology. Private schools in London have  

been recognised as the world’s best.
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Extracurricular
Although academic study is our students’ key focus, we  

recognise the importance of a broad educational experience, 

opportunities for personal development and the enhancement  

of university applications.

Alongside academic study, there are a variety of highly enjoyable activities, clubs and social events.  

We take the time to listen to our students and are always happy to introduce any new activities which  

reflect their passions and interests. It is this breadth of education that produces the rounded, confident 

individuals which our students are become.

Excursions & events
Excursions augment and enhance subject tuition, raising 

students’ cultural and scientific awareness. Typical destinations 

for outings include: The National Gallery, Natural History 

Museum, Tate Modern, Imperial War Museum, Tower of  

London, Science Museum, Globe Theatre and field trips.

Sports
Sport is an integral part of college life and 

contributes significantly to the holistic environment 

we offer. There is a range of team and individual 

sports which promote both personal development 

and fitness. The most popular sports include: boys’ 

and girls’ football, badminton, rugby and table 

tennis, but also encouraged are alternative  

activities such as yoga and rock climbing.

Guest speakers, Community activities  
and work experience
Throughout the year we welcome external guest 

speakers, practising professionals and academics to 

enrich our students knowledge and understanding. 

Students are also encouraged to get involved with 

the wider community. Every year our students raise 

money for charities of their choice through student 

initiated activities. We also assist students find 

relevant work experience, career masterclasses  

and insight days to enhance their studies  

and experience.

Clubs and Societies
Our student councils and college staff manage a  

full range of student clubs and societies for students 

to enjoy. The Debating Society explores conflicting 

viewpoints on historical and contemporary moral, 

and political issues, such as the legitimacy of the 

‘War on Terror’ or medical ethics and biotechnology. 

The Economics Society focusses on topical issues 

facing the global economy and is a forum for 

discussion on the policies and measures being 

taken. College magazines provide opportunities for 

budding journalists to report on college events and 

the wider community. Other clubs include Italian for 

Beginners, Chess, Drama and Fantasy Football.

Other popular activities include: 
Summer Ball, Student Council,  

clubs & societies, ski trips,  

Duke of Edinburgh schemes  

and a range of sports. 

“When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life.”
Samuel Johnson, renowned English author
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Each Astrum college benefits from:
Outstanding teaching that combines the best of traditional methods alongside state of the art educational 

practices  small, focused classes with discursive, interactive lessons  that allow teaching and learning to be 

adaptive and to  respond to student performance.

Our Approach
By taking the time to understand your individual motivation,  

interests, aptitude and abilities, we formulate and deliver a  

tailor-made learning plan that is suited specifically to your  

own future goals and aspirations.

University Placement
There are many factors that influence a student’s success  

in securing a place at a leading university. We work to ensure  

we maximise our students’ performance in every aspect of  

their application.

including voice projection, body language, 

background reading and practice interviews.

Whilst proven academic ability is crucial and  

students must meet the minimum academic and 

linguistic requirements, universities also look for 

students who display genuine passion for their 

chosen subject, a strong desire to learn, who 

demonstrate great personal maturity and will  

add to the academic community at their chosen 

university. Astrum colleges prepare students for  

both academic success and to meet their ambition  

to gain entry into a top degree course.

Our colleges achieve this by providing students  

with guidance at every stage of their degree and 

university selection and application. One-to-one 

UCAS advisory sessions, exceptional teaching and 

specialist training programmes put students in the 

best possible position for entry into their desired 

university.We work to maintain close relationships 

with admissions tutors at leading universities to 

understand the qualities they are looking for, and to 

ensure we know important indicators such as the 

application-to-place ratios for different universities 

and degree programmes. For students invited to 

interview, there is in-depth interview training 

How does it work?
We take advantage of areas you are skilled in and identify areas that will 

benefit from improved focus. Then, by using a mix of teaching techniques, 

such as creative reasoning, mind-mapping and speed-reading, coupled 

with bi-weekly reviews, assessments and examinations, we are able to 

deliver  the exceptional academic results we are renowned for.

• Clear and challenging objectives in every lesson

• A dedicated Personal Tutor for every student

• Academic profiling and performance predictors

• Comprehensive notes for all subjects

• Weekly exam practice (EPPs) 

Outstanding results
Year after year, our students 

achieve  the excellent results 

they need to  ensure they 

progress to their chosen 

universities and degrees.

• Expert university placement advice and support

• Cognitive skills training to complement the 

academic knowledge

• Unlimited free additional One-to-one support
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Victoria Matthews, Vice Principal 
Victoria Matthews graduated from University 

College London with a BSc in Zoology, and then 

attended the University of Bristol to attain her 

PGCE. As Head of Science at St John’s College, 

Southsea, she became associated with the 

University of Southampton as a Medical Student 

Selector and Ofqual as a Consultant. In 2011 Victoria 

was appointed Vice Principal at a newly opened 

Sixth Form College in London and in August 2014, 

joined Lansdowne College.

Outstanding Teaching
Academic life with Astrum Colleges is truly inspiring. Our goal is to 

combine an excitement about learning with success in examinations 

so that we inspire students for further study at university.

Our philosophy is to light a fire in students which they will carry for the rest of their lives.
Our staff are all highly experienced specialists in the A-Level and GCSE subjects they teach – many hold 

post-graduate qualifications and are experienced examiners. Our teachers are committed and passionate, 

impart a keen interest in their subject, and have an in depth understanding of the strategies and techniques 

students need to employ to achieve success. Our staff are experts at maximising students’ strengths, and 

diagnosing and overcoming students’ weaknesses. All staff have a consistent record of achieving excellent 

examination grades with the students that they teach.

Matthew Sharpe, Head of Mathematics
Matthew is Head of Maths at Chelsea and has taught here for 

over ten years. He has led the department to become one of 

the largest in the country and his students achieve consistently 

outstanding results. He studied mathematics at Hertford 

College, University of Oxford gaining a first class degree 

specialising in mathematical modelling, differential equations 

and quantum mechanics. Matthew also helps students with 

Oxbridge interviews, STEP Mathematics exams, Advanced 

Extension Awards and university preparation.

Sakine Koc, Head of Government  
& Politics, and Sociology
Sakine Koc graduated from the  

London School of Economics (LSE)  

where she studied BSc Sociology on a 

full scholarship, receiving the Hobhouse 

Memorial Award for the Best Sociological 

Dissertation. As Head of Department  

for both Government and Politics and 

Sociology, her teaching philosophy is  

to develop and challenge every student, 

achieving outstanding results.

We recognise that in order for each of our students to realise 

their academic potential, they require inspiring, challenging  

and expert tuition, delivered by passionate and experienced 

tutors in small, collaborative and engaging classes. It is this 

combination that enables our students to excel and makes us 

the outstanding college we are recognised to be. Our colleges 

therefore provide energetic and challenging environments 

where students are expected to fulfil and usually exceed their 

own expectations, based on a rediscovery of the power and joy 

of learning. Our students can expect teaching of a uniformly 

high quality which equips them with the self-confidence, 

knowledge and skills to succeed.

Learning takes many different forms. One great advantage  

of studying with us is not only the number of different  

subjects that are offered, but also the differing length  

of courses and how they can be studied. Each student is  

treated as an individual and can have a tailor-made course  

of study devised for them. We pride ourselves on having 

extremely flexible timetables which can accommodate  

the learning journeys of all our students and this allows  

any combination of subjects to be studied.

The infectious enthusiasm of our staff 

shows students that learning matters and 

that education is exciting, challenging 

and rewarding. Although teachers set 

targets which are realistic and 

challenging, students feel that tutors are 

on their side, so that targets feel less like 

an imposition and more an opportunity 

for development on the road to success.
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NAME COUNTRY A-LEVELS DESTINATION AND DEGREE

Grace Murphy UK A*A*A*A*A* Imperial College London Chemistry

Alice Hart UK A*A*A* University College London Neuroscience

James McGrath UK A*A*A* Durham University Natural Science

Monty Michael-Nash UK A*A*A* Gap Year -

Sayed Farzaneh Iran A*A*A*A St George’s UoL Medicine

Salar Nouri Iran A*A*AA University College London Management Science

Joao Ribeiro Portugal A*A*AA University of Bath Medical Engineering

Leilah Hirson-Comley UK A*A*A Durham University Biomedical Science

Artem Makarov Russia  A*A*AB Imperial College London Biomedical Engineering

Jaya Bhargava UK  A*AAA Plymouth University Dental Surgery

Anson Lam Hong Kong A*AAA University of Manchester Law

Jaspal Burton UK A*AA University of Bristol Mathematics

Jack McCooke UK A*AA Durham University International Relations

Saloni Shah UK A*AA King’s College London Chemistry

Thevuni Happawana UK A*AA Gap Year -

Talia Al-Mushadani UK A*AA Imperial College London Biology

Max Tong Hong Kong A*AA London School of Economics Actuarial Science

Joris Simaitis Lithuania A*AAB University College London Chemistry

Niket Shastri India A*ABB University of Nottingham Industrial Economics

Chandler Durbidge UK A*AB Queen Mary UoL Medicine

Athif Khan UK A*AB St George’s UoL Medicine

Annabel Nelson UK A*AB University College London Natural Sciences

Yash Sharma UK A*AB University of St Andrews Ancient History

Alex Thomson UK A*AB University of Exeter Mathematics

Nicholas Rebuffa UK AAA University of Sheffield Medicine
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NAME COUNTRY A-LEVELS DESTINATION AND DEGREE

Mingjie Yu China A*A*A*A* Imperial Mechanical Engineering

Chan Nai Ying Hong Kong A*A*A*A City University of Hong Kong  Law

Dalia Zayeri UK A*A*A Edinburgh  Mathematics

Seeta Patel UK A*A*A Imperial  Medicine

Akarys Serikbayev Kazakhstan A*A*C Birmingham  Accounting and Finance

Ade Ibrahim UK A*AA Durham  Accounting and Finance   

Ryan Sutherland UK A*AB University of Warwick  Computer Science

Nadia Abulhawa UK A*AB Liverpool  Psychology 

Dimitri Chkhenkeli Georgia A*AB King's London  Economics & Management

Struan Collington UK A*AB Swansea  Chemical Engineering 

Dang Jiaqi China A*AC UCL  Civil Engineering

Vaishnavi Gore UK AAA Nottingham  Architecture

Maya Shardow UK AAA Loughborough  Product Design Engineering

Anima Sutradhar UK AAA UCL  Biochemistry 

Philippa Rabach Australia AAB Falmouth  Dance and Choreography

Conor McCormack UK AAB Exeter  Politics & International Relations

Jemima Hammett UK ABB Sussex  Psychology 

Francesca Sullivan Germany ABB King's London  Classical Studies with English

FOUNDATION (IFY)

Angelica Pansa Italy A*A*AA School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS)  International Relations and Social Anthropology

Venecija Guntoriute Lithuania A*AAC Royal Holloway  Economics & Management

Jou-Hui Lee Taiwan A*ABC Leeds  Management with Marketing

Olga Klimkovich Russia AABB Kingston  Economics (Applied) and International Relations

Mengjia Guo China ABBB City University  Mathematics and Finance

Tai Wai Yeung Hong Kong ABBB Leeds  Environment & Business
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NAME COUNTRY A-LEVELS DESTINATION AND DEGREE

Peter Curry UK A*AAA University of Cambridge  History

Adil Malik Pakistan A*A*A* Imperial College London  Electronic & Information Engineering

Delali Amanyoh UK A*A*AB University College London  Computer Science

Beatrice Maria Rossi Italy A*A*A King's College London  French & Management

Barnaby Roberson Hurst UK A*A*A Bristol University  Engineering Mathematics

Yifei Pei China A*A*A Imperial College London  Civil Engineering

Daria Postnikova Russia A*A*A University College London  Biochemistry

Yuxin Gao (Abbie) China A*A*A Imperial College London  Geology

Quang Huy Bui Vietnam A*A*AB Queen Mary University of London  Economics

David Wilson Iran A*AA University College London  Biochemistry

Seok Jun Jeong Korea A*AA University of Aberdeen  Medicine

Ning Tang (Eleanor) China A*AA London School of Economics  Politics, Philosophy & Economics

Jonathan Leonor Switzerland A*A*B Gap Year

Ning Liang (Joanna) China A*AAB University of Edinburgh  Accounting & Finance

Yujue Yan (Jason) China A*AAC University of Manchester  Linguistics

Qing Zeng China A*AB City University London  Actuarial Science

Julia Bozo Albania A*AB University of Exeter  Economics & Finance with Industrial Experience

Tristan Abery UK AAAB Bristol University  Economics

Xiduo Zhao China AABB King's College London  International Relations

Sang Hyuk Park UK A*BCC King's College London  Mathematics

Julie Cigrang Belgium ABB University of Exeter  Biological Sciences

Maximilian Barford UK ABB University of Sussex  Psychology

Thomas Horrocks UK ABB University of Southampton  Biology

Jian Chu (Asenka) China ABCC University of Southampton  Law

Phuong Chi Dang Vietnam ABC Queen Mary  Mathematics, Business Management & Finance

Results
Our students are ambitious and secure places on the most 

recognised degrees at prestigious universities. Our students have  

a diverse range of interests as reflected in their degree choices.

The following examples of our results and destinations are examples of the impressive outcomes of our 

exceptional students and the professional advice, support and guidance they receive at our colleges.

50% to the world ranked universities
70% to leading UK universities
30% to top 10 universities or degrees
41% to top 15 ranked universities or degrees
33 students to medical degrees and allied professions
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Bayswater and Notting Hill offer a diverse range  

of cultures and cuisines, more varied than any other 

area of central London. The tree-lined streets and 

traditional architecture lend a welcoming and 

homely quality unique to this corner of the city. 

Bayswater is a popular and cosmopolitan residential 

area and has been home to many notable residents 

including prime ministers, world-leading scientists, 

designers and leading celebrities.

Less than 200m away is green and leafy Hyde Park 

and Kensington Gardens and Kensington Palace 

which provide a luxurious haven of quiet and 

relaxation in the centre of the city. 

Courses
• Academic English

• High School Term

• GCSE

• A-Levels

• NCUK International Foundation Year

• Medical Programme

• Oxbridge Programme

• Easter Revision

Lansdowne College welcomes students from all  

over the world and develops programmes of study  

to meet the needs of students coming from  

differing educational backgrounds and systems. 

Generations of students have benefitted from  

the college’s welcoming, supportive and structured 

atmosphere that has enabled them to achieve 

success of which they and their parents are 

justifiably proud. 

Students who join us here at Lansdowne relish  

and respond to being treated as young adults, 

thriving on the mixture of expert tuition, hard  

work and pastoral care they experience and enjoy. 

They benefit from an environment built upon  

mutual respect between teachers and students  

that maintains academic rigour and discipline  

within a college, rather than school, atmosphere. 

Students’ progress is guided and monitored  

at every step, through one-to-one sessions with  

a personal tutor, weekly examination practice  

and a weekly assessment system. 

Location
Bordering Kensington Gardens and Hyde Park, 

Bayswater and Notting Hill have a village feel  

and yet are only minutes from the sights and  

sounds of Westminster.

Lansdowne College
Lansdowne is proud of it’s reputation as a highly successful college 

and the outstanding results of its students each year. Every year 

our students progress to some of the most prestigious unversities 

and top, competitive degrees.

Bordering Kensington 
Gardens and Hyde Park, 

Bayswater and Notting Hill 
have a village feel and yet  
are only minutes from the 

sights and sounds of 
Westminster.

Mark Love, PrincipalThe support at Lansdowne 
College was fundamental  
to my success. The practice 
interviews and help with  
my university application  
were invaluable.

Poppy Waskett (UK) A*A*A* CIFE Gold Award 
Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford
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Location
Vibrant and cosmopolitan, Chelsea and Fulham  

have it all. From boutique shopping and world 

famous restaurants to premier sports stadiums, 

riverside walks and tranquil parks.

Chelsea Independent College offers state-of-the-art 

facilities in the heart of London’s most fashionable 

and cosmopolitan residential areas. The college is 

conveniently located close to Fulham Broadway 

underground station providing easy access to  

South Kensington, Knightsbridge, Westminster  

and all areas of the city beyond. Bordered by 

Kensington,  Belgravia and the River Thames, 

Chelsea and  Fulham form  one of the capital’s  

most exclusive, desirable and peaceful areas. 

COURSES
• Academic English

• High School Term

• GCSE

• A-Levels

• NCUK International Foundation Year

• Medical Programme

• Oxbridge Programme

• Easter Revision

• Academic Summer

Chelsea Independent College focuses on  

helping every student to achieve their potential.  

For some students this might mean a highly 

academic course of study, whilst for others their 

preference is for fashion, art or media. The key  

is to provide students with the support and 

guidance they need to achieve their own goals.

Our teachers are specialists in their subjects and 

many are public examiners or published authors.  

All are experts in their field. Every tutor will do  

their utmost to help their students enjoy their 

classes and achieve the highest results possible. 

There are weekly tests, and plenty of homework,  

so that what is discussed in class is consolidated 

through assessment and personal study.

We have a dedicated team of staff that  

give specialist university entrance guidance. 

Underpinning our academic programme is  

an exceptional level of pastoral support. We  

believe this plays an important part in helping  

our students achieve individual success.

Chelsea Independent College works on the  

basis of mutual respect between staff and students. 

We spend a great deal of time getting to know  

our students and in nurturing them, whatever  

their particular needs might be.

Chelsea Independent College
Academic life at Chelsea Independent College is truly inspiring.  

Our goal is to combine an excitement about learning with success 

in examinations so that we inspire students for further study  

at university.

Vibrant and 
cosmopolitan, Chelsea  
and Fulham have it all.  

From boutique shopping  
and world famous restaurants 
to premier sports stadiums, 

riverside walks and  
tranquil parks.

Tim Joseph, Principalxxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

Peter Curry (UK) A*AA
History, University of Cambridge

We had a really nice environment 
in class, we all helped each other, 
especially in Maths. Both the 
teachers and the students would 
all communicate to relieve the 
pressure if someone was struggling 
with a topic or module.
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Location
South Kensington provides a prestigious, safe  

and inspiring environment for our students. The 

imposing college building located on Queen’s Gate, 

opposite Imperial College London and the  

Natural History Museum, just minutes from South 

Kensington underground station. This area is  

the cultural and academic heartland of the capital.

Duff Miller is adjacent to Exhibition Road. Here,  

the world’s leading arts, cultural, scientific and 

academic organisations come together to deliver 

vibrant programmes that challenge and surprise 

millions of visitors every year. Hyde Park, Piccadilly 

Circus, Oxford Street, Trafalgar Square and the 

Houses of Parliament are just minutes away.

Courses
• Academic English

• High School Term

• A-Levels

• Medical Programme

• Oxbridge Programme

• Easter Revision

Duff Miller
At Duff Miller we take the time to understand our students’

motivations, interests and ability. We deliver a tailored learning

which delivers outstanding examination results to gain places on

the most competitive degrees, at the most selective universities.

South Kensington 
provides a prestigious, 

safe and inspiring 
environment for our students 
and is home to some of the 

UK’s most famous museums,  
arts and academic 

institutions.

Dr Kevin Savage, Principalxxxxx

Mehrbod Keshavarzi (Iran) A*A*A*A*A* 
Chemical Engineering, Imperial College

I was invited for an interview at 
Imperial College and my tutors 
helped me enormously with tips, 
practice and mental preparation.  
I wasn’t nervous as I knew exactly 
what was going to happen and 
afterwards I was offered a place.

We strive to create an environment which inspires 

our students and gives them the confidence and 

enthusiasm to achieve the highest possible results. 

Our tuition is structured for our students based  

on the demands of their exams and closely tailored 

to the specific needs of the individual.

Our staff are all graduates and experts in their 

particular subjects, with many holding degrees  

from the UK’s top universities including Oxford, 

Cambridge, LSE and UCL. They are practised in 

meeting the exact expectations of the different 

exam boards and many have experience of working 

as examiners, which proves invaluable to our 

students. They meet the requirements of the 

syllabus and inspire their students with a passion 

and excitement for their subjects which we believe  

is crucial to education at Duff Miller. 

The traditional values which have been central  

to Duff Miller’s success for more than sixty years  

are still relevant today as we enable our students  

to become involved, focused and independent 

learners. The sense of community at the college  

is stronger than ever and no better illustrated  

than by the excellent rapport that exists between  

all staff and students.
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Boarding
Our student residences, Fulham Palace Studios, Pure Hammersmith 

and Princess Beatrice House, all offer superb facilities and a safe, 

welcoming and enjoyable boarding experience in the heart of 

London’s most prestigious residential areas.

All our boarding houses are just short distances from any  

of the Astrum Colleges, ranging from between only 10-15 

minutes away. Our accommodation for students under  

18 offers a range of boarding options with both single and 

shared rooms available. All rooms are contemporary and light, 

with ample storage space and desks for studying. Each room 

comes with a modern en-suite bathroom and basic kitchen 

facilities, with meals provided in boarding or at college.

Pure Hammersmith
Pure Hammersmith is located just 2 minutes’  

walk from Hammersmith tube station making it  

very accessible for students to reach their college 

and access many other parts of London. This 

accommodation boasts very impressive, modern 

spacious rooms and communal areas along with 

hi-tech gym facilities, cinema room, study areas  

and enclosed private terrace. This exclusive over-18s 

facility provides students the opportunity to move 

towards greater independence in preparation  

for university living, whilst still being regularly 

monitored by our accommodation team and  

with access to all of our support services and  

social programme.

Fulham Palace Studios
Fulham Palace Studios has live-in ‘house parents’, available 24/7, to care and support students with any  

needs or concerns. They also arrange many exciting weekend and evening social activities throughout the 

year catering for our students’ broad range of interests and taking advantage of the fantastic opportunities 

that London has to offer. All boarders are provided with electronic key cards which permit entry only for  

our students and there is CCTV in communal areas.

Princess Beatrice House
Princess Beatrice House is a short walk from Earl’s Court underground station and between 10-15 minutes  

from any of the Astrum colleges. All boarders are provided with electronic key cards which permit entry only 

for our students. Our live-in ‘house parents’ are available 24 hours a day at reception and around the boarding 

house. They ensure you receive the highest level of support and pastoral care outside of the classroom and 

organise a wide range of fun activities for the students, throughout the year.

Single or shared rooms are available, all with built in storage and study desks. All rooms are en-suite and 

include studio kitchen facilities although all meals are provided in the dining hall. Three meals are provided 

each weekday with lunch taken at your College and brunch and dinner served at the residence on the 

weekends. There is high speed Wi-Fi throughout the building and CCTV in communal areas. Whilst we  

will always try to provide you with your first choice accommodation this cannot always be guaranteed.

We understand the importance of 

providing you with a friendly and 

peaceful home during your studies  

with us. The health and happiness of  

our students is paramount. We pride 

ourselves in offering not only very  

best boarding facilities, but also the 

highest levels of pastoral care.

Pure Hammersmith

Fulham Palace Studios

Princess Beatrice House Princess Beatrice House
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We aim to develop your language ability to near 

native levels so that you have the opportunity to 

flourish in both an academic and social context.  

You must be able to demonstrate a level of English 

appropriate to your academic programme in order 

to commence your studies. Before you begin your 

chosen academic course, you will sit an English 

language assessment (unless you already possess  

a recognised English language qualification at the 

appropriate level). If you require further support  

and development you will be guided to a suitable 

full-time English programme for 1, 2 or 3 terms 

 with us before you begin your academic course.

Support your academic study
We believe it is important that you study English 

alongside your academic subjects and not in 

isolation. Learning a language to the standard 

required by the most prestigious universities takes 

time and cannot be rushed. If required, you will 

receive 5 hours of English tuition every week 

throughout your studies. These lessons will also 

cover revision and exam techniques to help you 

succeed in your IELTS examination.

Highly qualified teachers
Throughout the course, you will be taught by 

professional and fully-qualified teachers who  

have extensive experience of teaching English  

to international students and preparing them 

or IELTS examinations.

Pre-Sessional English
These programmes provide students with the 

opportunity to boost their Academic English  

ahead of their full time academic studies. Students 

are given support in communication and academic 

language, work on their study skills and have the 

opportunity to adapt to studying in the UK to  

give themselves a head start to their new  

academic careers.

A complete language programme
In addition to developing language systems 

(vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation) you  

will develop your Academic English in Reading, 

Writing, Speaking and Listening. You will receive 

daily homework and sit regular tests to assess your 

progress and identify areas for further development.

An immersive approach
You will be encouraged to read widely, listen  

to English-speaking media and, of course, speak 

English as much as possible inside and outside  

the class. You may be given the opportunity to  

join academic classes in a range of subject areas. 

You will take part in trips, activities and social  

events and there will be visits by guest speakers.

COURSES

ACADEMIC 
ENGLISH

COURSES

GCSE

A high level of English is required to achieve top exam results  

and for entry to university in the UK. It also allows you to enjoy 

more social activities, make friends and understand UK culture.

Our thriving GCSE programmes ensure our students progress 

onto an A-Level course already possessing the academic and 

language skills required to achieve the top grades necessary for 

entry to the best universities.

PATHWAYS AT CHELSEA Core subjects (4) Options (choose 1 from each group)

Year 10 & 11

English* / Maths
Science 1 – Biology
Science 2 – Chemistry or Physics
Humanities – History or Geography

A. Chemistry or Physics or History or Geography

B. Art or Business Studies or IT

C. Art or Business Studies or IT

One Year Humanities Pathway
English* / Maths
Science – Biology
Humanities – History or Geography

A. History or Geography or Business Studies

B. Art or Business Studies or IT

One Year Science Pathway
English* / Maths
Science 1 – Biology
Science 2 – Chemistry or Physics

A. Chemistry or Physics or IT

B. Business Studies or IT

PLUS Physical Education, PSHE, Exam Practice and Personal Tutor sessions.

A Modern Foreign Language option is available on request at an additional fee

PATHWAYS AT LANSDOWNE Core subjects (4) Options (choose 1 from each group)

One Year Pathway

English Language IGCSE (CIE)
Mathematics IGCSE (CIE)
Science IGCSE (EDEXCEL)
Additional Science IGCSE (EDEXCEL)

A. Fine Art or Geography or French or Computer Science

B. Photography or History or Spanish or Drama

C. Media Studies or English Literature or Business Studies

Two Year Pathway Students add one more subject from 1, 2 or 3

PLUS Physical Education, PSHE, Exam Practice and Personal Tutor sessions.

Thanks to a wide range of subjects and excellent 

teaching we are able to develop our students’ 

existing interests and introduce them to new 

academic disciplines. By helping them enjoy and 

excel in their chosen subjects, our students develop 

a broad set of skills and abilities that prepare them 

for specialised A-Level education.

Studies are complemented by independent study 

periods, tutor periods, Personal Social and Health 

Education, weekly sports and activity sessions, 

examination practice and study trips to give you  

the skills and experience to succeed and inform  

your future study choices.

Assessment is by coursework and formal 

examination. You will study 6-8 subjects plus 

Physical Education, PSHE, Exam Practice and 

Personal Tutor Sessions depending on the length  

of your course and your personal study plan
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A-Levels are the most highly regarded qualifications by universities 

in the UK and are recognised by institutions world-wide. with our 

outstanding A-Level results, year upon year, we provide the ideal 

places for you to embark on your sixth-form career.

Guidance on subject choice
We offer a broad range of A-Level subjects and professional 

guidance on suitable study plans to meet our students’ aims 

and objectives. Subject choice is influenced by university 

pre-requisites whilst also keeping students’ degree options 

open. Students will typically study four subjects in their first 

year and focus on three core subjects in their second year.

Assessment is by coursework and formal examination  

with students studying 3 or 4 subjects. Where appropriate,  

our students will be given the opportunity to sit AS Levels  

in their first year of study, providing external assessment  

of student performance and enabling students to take 

advantage of universities’ early acceptance opportunities.

Intensive three term and retake courses
Our intensive courses are designed for only the most 

committed students wishing to complete an A-Level within  

a year. With weekly exam practice, constructive feedback  

and concise notes, students can achieve top grades in  

only a short period of time.

Age: 16+

Length: 2 years, 18 months, 1 year intensive  

and retake programmes also available

Dates: Sep or Jan start 

Hours per week: 20+

Why NCUK?
NCUK have been working with international students 

since 1987 to help them achieve a place on a 

prestigious  UK degree programme. As an awarding 

body, they design pathway programmes that enable 

you to develop the knowledge and skills required to 

be successful on your chosen degree. The qualification 

 is recognised globally and provides you with the 

maximum flexibility of choice for university degree. 

You will follow a subject-specific pathway and study 3 

related academic subjects plus Academic English. 

NCUK is a unique organisation, founded by 11 

leading UK universities. Because of this relationship, 

you are guaranteed entry into nearly 3,000 degree 

programmes in the UK through the NCUK Guarantee.

Your assurance of quality
All NCUK programmes are created in conjunction 

with and quality assured by their founder universities. 

The NCUK IFY has been benchmarked and 

recognised as comparable to the overall standard of 

GCE A-Levels by UK NARIC, (the designated United 

Kingdom national agency for the recognition and 

comparison of international qualifications and skills).

NCUK programmes are recognised and accepted by 

the majority of universities around the world giving 

you a globally portable qualification with real currency.

The EAP grades may be used for both university 

entrance and visa purposes with no need to take  

an IELTS examination.

The NCUK International Foundation Year (IFY) is designed to 

prepare you for first-year entry to undergraduate degree courses.

Guaranteed offer
Upon successful completion of your NCUK 

programme you are guaranteed at least 2 university 

degree offers and 1 place on a suitable degree 

programme at one of the following universities:

• University of Bradford

• The University of Huddersfield

• University of Leeds

• Leeds Metropolitan University

• The University of Liverpool

• Liverpool John Moores University

• University of Manchester

• Manchester Metropolitan University

• University of Salford

• University of Sheffield

• Sheffield Hallam University

NCUK is also partnered with the following 

universities who all welcome students progressing 

from our IFY:

• Aston University

• University of Birmingham

• University of Bristol

• University of Kent

• Kingston University, London

• Queen Mary, University of London

The universities above provide very clear and 

concise entry requirements for each degree and 

application support. However, students are not 

restricted in the universities they apply to. 

Subjects C D L
Accounting l

Art and Design l l l

Biology l l l

Business Studies l l l

Chemistry l l l

Computer Science l l l

Economics l l l

English Language l l

English Literature l l l

Film Studies l l

Fine Art l

French l l l

Further Mathematics l l l

Geography l l l

German l l l

Government & Politics l l l

Graohical Communication l l

History l l

Italian l l

Mathematics l l l

Media Studies l l

PE

Philosophy l l

Photography l l l

Physics l l l

Psychology l l l

Religious Studies l l

Russian l

Sociology l l l

Spanish l l

Textiles l

Theatre Studies l

C = Chelsea Independent College
D = Duff Miller   
L = Lansdowne College

COURSES

A-LEVELS
COURSES

NCUK
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Many students who are rejected have excellent 

grades and compelling personal statements,  

so what’s the secret in putting in a successful 

application and winning one of those most  

coveted places?

We know that it pays to be thoroughly prepared. 

From presenting a compelling personal statement, 

impressing at interview to advice on finding work 

placement opportunities, our Medical Programme 

aims to cover everything prospective students need 

to know to secure their place at medical school.

Our academic focus is one of its most defining 

features of our Medical Programme. Tutors teach 

exactly to the syllabus and train all our potential 

Medical, Dental and Veterinary students with 

practice on and forensic analysis of past papers. 

Each student is monitored very closely to ensure 

they have in depth understanding of all the topics 

and question formats so that they achieve the  

A*/A grades they require for entry to Medical  

and Dental courses at University.

We also offer UKCAT and BMAT training courses 

during half term in the autumn term. These cover 

essential elements of the tests, like logic and verbal 

reasoning, and offer training in writing essays on 

ethical issues.

Over 30,000 students apply to Oxford and 

Cambridge every year. The admissions process can 

be daunting and with an average of five students 

competing for every place, there is no guarantee  

of success even for the brightest. These elite 

universities seek the most able and best qualified 

students from every background and every part  

of the world. Admissions decisions are based on 

students’ ability, commitment and their potential  

to achieve. The undergraduate degree courses 

offered by these universities are highly academic 

and are not necessarily appropriate for all students 

as they rely on a high degree of self-study.

Interviews for undergraduate places are just one 

part of a very rigorous selection process, where 

academic ability and potential are assessed through 

a range of measures: at least two interviews; 

aptitude tests; written work; predicted grades; 

attained grades; and references. If you are identified 

as having the potential to succeed at this highest 

academic level, our tutors will ensure you are 

thoroughly mentored to maximise your chances  

of success. All staff involved in this programme  

are experts on Oxbridge preparation and are highly 

qualified subject specialists.

Oxbridge candidates will receive:
• Specialist help from their personal tutor, their 

subject tutors and the Head of Sixth Form on 

choosing the university, course, and college that 

Guest Speaker events provide an invaluable  

chance to hear from top practitioners in the  

medical field and are offered alongside medical 

interview practice.

Students on the Medical Programme are also given 

a great deal of guidance and support when writing  

a personal statement, choosing the right medical 

school, and identifying related work experience. 

Students have a dedicated Medical tutor, 

developing their scientific reasoning, medical 

knowledge and ethical debating skills. Our staff 

assist students over each hurdle of getting into 

medical school. This includes UCAS, interview 

training, keeping up to date in current affairs in 

Medicine, Dentistry and Veterinary, and BMAT  

or UKCAT courses.

Our outstanding record of success in getting our 

students into medical school is testament to the 

effectiveness of our Medical Programme.

best suits their ambitions and capabilities

• Guidance from their subject tutors with suitable 

further reading, and careful monitoring to ensure 

that they are completing all additional work

• Advice and guidance from academic staff on 

‘super-curricular’ activities to ensure that their 

application is as competitive as possible

• Specialist help with interview practice, with tutors 

who have both been through the Oxbridge 

interview process themselves, and who have sat  

on interview panels at Oxbridge interviews

• Guidance with entrance tests (where necessary), 

and help from tutors who are specialist in their 

chosen areas

• Extra help with personal statement writing,  

from graduates who have been through the 

Oxbridge process

• References written by tutors experienced  

in the Oxbridge process

• A visit from an Oxford and a Cambridge 

admissions tutor, to give specialist advice  

on their application

• Invitation to the open day at the college(s)  

 of their choice

Visits to the college from other top universities 

(Imperial, UCL, LSE etc.) to help students make 

informed decisions on their ‘insurance’ choices. In 

addition, the Head of Sixth Form and other academic 

staff are available throughout the year for one to one 

consultations on all aspects of their application

Applying to medical school in the UK is extremely competitive 

with only 40% of candidates gaining places every year and the 

statistics can be even more challenging for international students. 

It is important to appreciate that the Oxbridge application process 

is fiercely competitive. All students who wish to be considered will 

be given an honest appraisal of their chances of success. 

COURSES

MEDICAL
COURSES

OXBRIDGE
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You will develop your academic knowledge, English 

language skills and cultural understanding through 

an international experience you will never forget.

We offer a highly structured learning environment 

where your progress is guided and monitored at 

every step. You will benefit from one-to-one 

sessions with a personal tutor, weekly examination 

practice and a monthly reporting system as you are 

fully integrated with our British and International 

students studying on long term programmes as they 

prepare for entry to leading universities.

On completing your programme you will be 

presented with a comprehensive report. You will 

also be able to extend your programme to include 

the sitting of formal examinations if you later decide 

to obtain either the GCSE or A-Level qualification.

You are advised to check that subjects can be 

validated within your home education system and 

that your domestic school will give credit for your 

studies completed at your college.

An Easter Revision course helps to give students  

an improved subject knowledge and the confidence 

that they need to achieve their full academic 

potential in the ensuing summer examinations.

The Chelsea Easter Revision course provides  

a systematic approach to revision which, in turn, 

givesstudents the motivation and support that  

they need.

The Objectives
• Our Easter Revision courses are designed to 

improve a student’s performance by focusing

• on five key aspects of exam preparation:

• Consolidating knowledge and understanding

• Planning a successful approach to revision

• Developing and sustaining confidence

• Employing effective examination technique

• Working out a personal revision programme  

for the run-up to the exams

Study Options
Students can study an individual AS, A2 or GCSE 

subject intensively for 20 hours per week during 

either the mornings or afternoons. If you wish to 

combine two subjects or revise for a full A level (AS 

& A2) you will study for 40 hours per week during 

both the mornings and afternoons.

Students aged under 16  
on 1st September 2016
You will follow the GCSE programme which includes 

Maths, English and Science with options to study 

humanities and creative subjects. 

IELTS requirement: 4.5 or above.

Students aged 16 or over on  
1st September 2016
You will follow the A-Level pathway. If you choose to 

start in September you will be able to study 4 

subjects of your choice plus Academic English. If 

you start in January you will choose 3 subjects in 

addition to Academic English. 

IELTS requirement: 5.5 or above

If you are aged 16 or over and your English language 

level is lower than IELTS 5.5 You may be 

recommended the GCSE programme

Our High School Term programmes offers you the opportunity  

to join our College community for one, two or three terms to 

experience the British education system and culture.

Easter is a crucial period for many 

students. It is at this time, with 

examinations in sight, that they 

often need the most support.

Our expert teachers will assess your potential  

and advise you on all your options for the future.

You will be taught in small groups in a relaxed  

and collaborative environment, meet leading 

professionals and take part in interactive  

workshops and seminars.

At the same time you will have fun exploring  

this great and most international of cities and  

visit some of London’s incredible cultural and 

commercial attractions with other students  

from around the world.

• Art & Design

• Business & Finance

• Engineering & IT

• Law, Politics & International Relations

• Medicine

The perfect chance to 

experience what it is like  

to study at one of the UK’s  

leading independent colleges.

COURSES

HIGH 
SCHOOL  

TERM

COURSES

EASTER  
REVISION

COURSES

ACADEMIC 
SUMMER
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The Ideal Choice
Astrum Colleges all share the same core values but all have their own character. You can choose the  
learning environment that is right for you. We encourage our students to be individuals, to think both 
critically and differently, to pursue their ambitions and to excel in all they do. It’s what our colleges have 
been doing for more than 60 years. Whichever Astrum college you choose, the education you receive  
will be supported and strengthened by our unique approach. By understanding you as an individual,  
how you learn and what motivates you, we develop an individual learning plan designed to meet your 
ambition and ensure you achieve your potential.

Astrum Education is a group of three leading sixth form Colleges in central London:

• Chelsea Independent College

• Duff Miller Sixth Form College

• Lansdowne College

The Colleges provide private education to 14-19 year old students with structured, tailored tuition focused on 

examinations and entry to top universities. All of the Colleges achieved strong OFSTED Report ratings and are also 

ranked within the top quartile of all schools in the UK for their value added. (Source: Department for Education)

www.astrumeducation.com


